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5.2.7 Transmitted carrier power

Definition Transmitted carrier power, is the ratio between the total transmitted power on one DL carrier
[W] from one UTRAN access point measured in a timeslot and the maximum transmission
power.
Total transmission power is the power [W] transmitted on one DL carrier in a specific timeslot
from one UTRAN access point.
 [W] that is possible to use on the same carrier during the measurement period.
The mMaximum transmission power is the power [W] on the same carrier when transmitting at
the configured maximum transmission power for the cell.
The measurement shall be possible on any carrier transmitted from the UTRAN access point.
The reference point for the transmitted carrier power measurement shall be the antenna
connector.
In case of Tx diversity the transmitted carrier power for each branch shall be measured and the
maximum of the two values shall be reported to higher layers, i.e. only one value will be
reported to higher layers..

5.2.8 Transmitted code power

Definition Transmitted Code Power, is the transmitted power on one carrier and one channelisation code
in one timeslot. The reference point for the transmitted code power measurement shall be the
antenna connector at the UTRAN access point cabinet.

5.2.9 RX Timing Deviation

Definition ‘RX Timing Deviation’ is the time difference TRXdev = TTS – TRXpath in chips, with
TRXpath: time of the reception in the Node B of the first significant uplink path to be used

in the detection process
TTS: time of the beginning of the respective slot according to the Node B internal

timing
NOTE: This measurement can be used for timing advance calculation or location services.


